Morality Play, Draft 6.5
2.25.16

Relationship Pts | +1 Integrity, (+/-) Integrity, -1 Integrity
Max Relationship Points (per Character)
Ryan – 5pts
Priya – 5pts
Cat – 5pts
Scene 1: Scottie’s Bar (Personal Integrity)
Action: You enter the Bar and see your friend Ryan. Your phone pings with a message.
Choice:
Look at your Phone | Talk to Ryan First (+1 Ryan)
|You look at your phone first|
Dear [You],
Glad you'll be joining us at the company. Ryan was right - you'll make a
great addition to the team. We'll be in touch.
-J. WANG
Ryan: “Congratulations! I am so happy you got the job - referring you was a
good call. You’ll love it – my internship there last summer was a blast.”
You say:
1) “Yeah! Thanks again for forwarding my resume.”
2) “Psyched to be working with you after graduation, Ryan!”
(+1 Ryan)

Ryan: “Cheers! Congratulations!”
|You talk to Ryan first|
Ryan: “Check your phone, check your phone!”
You say:
1) “What?”
2) “Good news?!” (+1 Ryan)
Ryan: “You got the job! We’re going to be working together after graduation!
You’ll love our boss. He was so great during the internship. I just know
it’ll be great.”
Transition: Time fade in Scottie’s Bar
Ryan: “Oh man, this semester is gonna be tough. I think our class - Programming and Society
should be good though. My brother took it last year.”
You Say:
1) “Should be good.”
2) “Glad we’re in it together.” (+1 Ryan)
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Ryan: “I think it's cross listed CS and psych or something. My friend Priya is in it too. She's
really nice, I’ll introduce you guys.”
Action: You see a phone on the table. It’s not yours.
Ryan: “Looks like someone left their phone.”
Choice:
You say:
1) “That sucks for them.”
2) Pick up the phone to see if there’s any contact information.
3) “Let’s sell it on Ebay!”
(+/-)|“That sucks for them”|
Ryan: “So anyway, congrats again. Better keep up that GPA – our boss warned
me before I left last summer to keep it above a 3.5.”
(+)|You pick up the phone|
Ryan: “Oh no. Looks like it’s dead. Sucks to be that guy”
You say:
1) “Let’s give it to the bartender to hold on to.”
2) “I’ll bring it home to charge. Maybe the owner will contact it.”
Ryan: “That should score you some Karma points! Anyway, congrats again on
the job!”
(-)|“Let’s sell it on Ebay!”|
Ryan: “Ha! I didn’t know you were so mean. Leave it, I guess.”

Scene 2: Classroom, Programming & Society
Action: You are sitting in class, listening your professor.
Professor Sweeney:

“My aim in Programming and Society is to help you become a better
programmer. Technology impacts how society operates. I will challenge
you to look deeper into the programs, apps, and technologies that you
use.”
“The second half of each lesson will break into your assigned study
groups. Please use this time wisely, you'll have a group project later in the
semester.”

Transition to meeting the study group.
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Ryan: “Awesome! Both you and Priya are in my group. This is Priya. She’s here from India,
and an excellent study buddy.”
Priya: “Ryan here helped me so much last semester. Always goes out of his way. Nice to meet
you.”
Cat:

“Hey, my name is Cat. Uhh… sorry I’m a little all over the place. I lost my phone
yesterday –”
|If you left the phone at the bar in previous scene|
Ryan: “I think there was a phone at Scottie’s yesterday? Maybe it's yours.”
Cat:

“Hopefully it’s still there. I’ll call them.”

|If you picked up the phone, left it with the bartender|(+1 Cat)
Ryan: “Were you at Scottie's Bar yesterday? We found a phone there.”
Cat:

“Oh my God, do you guys have it with you?”

Ryan: “We left it with the bartender.”
Priya: “What are the chances!”
|If you picked up the phone, left took it home to charge|(+1 Cat)
Ryan: “We found a phone yesterday – [You], you have it, right?.”
Cat:

“Oh my God, you guys have it with you?! You both are lifesavers!”

You say:
1) “No problem.”
2) “Happy to help!” (+1 Cat)

Ryan: [You] here is the lifesaver, I’m just the messenger.
Scene 3: Aside 1
Choose:
|Grab a coffee at the café.| (+1 Priya)
|Go to the gym.| (+1 Cat)
|Head home and study.|
|You go to grab a coffee|
Priya: “Oh, hey! Ryan told me you got a job lined up. Congrats!”
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You say:
1) “Thanks!”
2) “Thanks! Ryan interned there this summer and referred me.”
Priya: “That’s so sweet! Last semester, Ryan was my date to the Indian Grad
Association’s banquet. He’s such a good sport. Really goes out of his
way for his friends.”
You say:
1) “That was nice of him.”
Priya: “So nice! Well it was nice talking with you. See you in
class.”
2) “You guys seem close.” (+1 Priya)
Priya: “We’re good friends… like you two! See you in class.”
|Go to the gym.|
Cat:

“Oh, hey. I just finished up my workout. I'm trying to train for a 10K.”

You say:
1) “That's cool... Yeah, I'll hit some of the cardio machines too.”
2) “Wow! 10K… seems intense”
Cat:

“Yeah, the training is hard to keep up on. But, I think it's important to
keep working hard for a goal, you know? By the way, thanks again for the
phone thing.”

You say:
1) “No problem! How are you otherwise?” (+1 Cat)
Cat: “The transition's been tough. Everyone here is so
young! Like, Priya's straight from undergrad. Oh well.
Gotta run. See you later.”
2) “No problem! I don’t want to keep you. See you later.”
Cat: “See you later.”
|Head home and study.|
Fade to next scene.
Scene 4: Unauthorized Assistance, Library
Action: You walk into the library. Priya and Ryan are sitting together.
Choice: Talk to Ryan | Talk to Priya
|Talk to Ryan |
Ryan: “Hey there! Coming to join us?”
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|Talk to Priya|
Priya: “Hi! What’s going on?”
You say:
1) “I need to study, but wanted to say hi first.”
2) “I’m coming to say hi. What are you two doing?”
|“I need to study, but wanted to say hi first.”|
Priya: “We're studying too! Well I'm trying to study. Your friend here keeps
distracting me.”
Ryan: “Well, I actually do need to study, it's just more fun hanging with
Priya. She's keeping me from working hard on my Computer Graphics
take home test.”
|“I’m coming to say hi. What are you two doing?”|
Priya: “I’m trying to study. Ryan is avoiding his Computer Graphics work.”
Ryan: “I'm not avoiding it, so much as choosing to do something else. But
speaking of CG, that does remind me of my take home test.”

Action: Your cell phone pings with an email. You open it.
Programmers & Society goers I wanted to send off a quick note, wishing you all good luck on your respective
midterms. Also, as a gentle reminder, please make sure to email me with any
questions you have. Your group project deadline is coming up. Don't let it sneak
up on you. I’ve attached the syllabus to this message. Make sure you read it, and
reach out with any questions.
Attch: PROG_SOC_SYLLABUS.PDF
- Prof. Sweeney
Ryan: “[You], you took CG last semester. Could you send me some of your stuff from the
class? Like notes and old assignments?”
Priya: “Ryan, I don’t know if you can look at [You]’s graded assignments.”
Ryan: “Shoot, why not? Is it against the rules or something?”
Priya: “I think so… but I don’t know.”
Ryan: “Aw man, that totally sucks. I’m so behind in my work, and I was counting on looking at
some old homeworks to help me out. Do you think it’s a big deal?”
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You say:
1) You decide to give all your materials to Ryan – he would do the same for you.
(-1 Priya)

2) You hesitate… Hopefully he gets the message. (-1 Ryan)
3) “Sounds like old assignments aren’t allowed, but if I find my old notes, they’re
yours.”
|You give all your materials to Ryan|
Ryan: “Thanks! Priya, it’s no biggie. It’ll be fine. I'm just going to use it to
catch up.”
Priya: “Ok... Hey guys I'll see you later. I forgot, I have a thing…”
Ryan: “Oh. Uh, ok, well see you.
Action: Priya leaves.
Ryan: “I guess she’s upset with me. Maybe I should talk to her later.”
Fade to next scene.
|You hesitate… Hopefully he gets the message.|
Ryan: “Hey, if you don't want to help me out, just say so. Sorry, didn’t mean for
it to come out that… I actually have to get going, I'll see you both later.”
Action: Ryan leaves.
Priya: “I hope he’s not too upset.”
You say:
1) “I’m sure he just needs to cool off.”
2) “He’s just pissed at me, don’t worry about it.” (+1 Priya)
Priya: “I’ll try to talk to him later.”
Fade to next scene
|“Sounds like old assignments aren’t allowed, but if I find my old notes, they’re yours.”|
Priya: “Yeah, don’t risk it.”
Ryan: “Thanks, I’ll take what I can get.”
Fade to next scene.
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Scene 5: Aside #2
Choose:
|Grab some food at the café.| (+1 Priya)
|Go get a drink at Scottie’s Bar.| (+1 Cat)
|Go home and take a nap.|
|Grab some food at the café. - If you gave Ryan your old CG assignments|
Priya: “Hey, listen. About the other day with Ryan. My roommate got in big
trouble for sharing old assignments in a class. That’s why I was a little
upset with you guys.”
You say:
1) “I’m sorry to hear about your roommate.”
2) “Don’t worry about that. What ended up happening to your
roommate?”
Priya: “She failed her course, and almost got kicked out of school. She would
have lost her visa. Be careful next time, ok?”
|Grab some food at the café. - If you didn’t give Ryan your old CG assignments|
Priya: “I wanted to thank you for not giving Ryan the old CG homeworks. My
roommate got in trouble for something like that.”
You say:
1) Oh yeah, no worries.
2) Yeah, you were right, it’s not worth the risk. What happened to your
roommate? (+1 Priya)
Priya: “She failed her course, and almost got kicked out of school. She would
have lost her visa. Ever since then, I don’t ask for that stuff.”
|Go get a drink at Scottie’s Bar.|
Cat: “Oh hey! I'm just finishing up here, but what's new with you?”
You say:
1) “Not much. How are you doing?”
2) “Nothing much.”
|“Not much. How are you doing?”|
Cat: “I’m trying to wind down a little. The job hunt is stressful,
and I’m worried about my GPA.”
You say:
1) “You’ll be fine.”
2) “I understand how you’re feeling.” (+1 Cat)
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Cat:

“Yeah, I think it will be ok. But then again, I’m saying this
after a glass of wine. Ask me again in May.”

|“Nothing.”|
Cat: “Stuff... sounds serious. Can I help?”
You say:
1) “Ah no it was just this thing with Ryan… It’s ok.”
2) “Oh it’s nothing.”
Cat:

“I know I’m usually running around like a crazy person,
but if you need to talk, I’m happy to listen.”

|Head home and take a nap.|
Fade to next scene.

Scene 6: Plagiarism, Classroom.
Professor Sweeney:

“I hope you're making good progress on the projects! Please make sure
you get plenty of rest and build in lots of time to complete it. It will
probably take longer than you think it will. Dismissed.”

Fade transition:
Action: You’re in the library, and you see Cat and Ryan together.
Choice: Read a text on your phone | Talk to Cat and Ryan
| Read a text on your phone|
Hey hon! Study hard, go to the gym, keep good habits, do your best!!!!!!! MOM
|Talk to Cat and Ryan|
Cat: “Thanks for sending your part of the project, I’m compiling everything
right now.”
Ryan: “We all set, Cat? Priya texted me saying she got her stuff to you this morning.”
Cat:

“Uh oh… I think we have a problem.”

Ryan: “What’s wrong?”
Cat:

“It looks like Priya took her code from another source… I found it on a codeHub forum
online.”

Ryan: “I’m sure Priya didn’t realize. She would never cheat.”
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Cat:

“Technically it’s plagiarism. What should we do, we have to submit the project it 2
hours!”

You say:
1) “Well, let's just ask her about it.” (+1 Ryan, +1 Cat)
2) “We only have a few hours. Let’s divide and conquer. Redo her work.”
3) “Let’s just submit it, I’m sure it’s fine.”

|“Well, let's just ask her about it.”|
Ryan: “Well, Priya is on her way anyway. We can talk to her when she –”
Priya: “Hey guys. What's going on?”
Cat:

“Priya, there's a problem with your part of the project.”

Priya: “Ok…”
Cat:

“Did you use codeHub at all when you were working on your part of the
code?”

Priya: “Yes, I used codeHub to help me work through the problem. It's a fairly
common practice for programmers. I did it in undergrad all the time.”
You say:
1) “I think you need to redo it. We can’t submit plagiarized work.”
2) “Since we only have a few hours, let’s get started. We’ll help you
finish it in time.” (+1 Priya)
|“We only have a few hours. Let’s just divide and conquer to redo her work.”|
Ryan: “Seems like we should tell Priya,”
Cat:

“Ugh, it’s going to be a stressful night.”

|“Let’s just submit it, I’m sure it’s fine.”|
Cat: “I’m not comfortable doing that.”
Ryan: “Yeah, seems like if Cat caught it, Sweeney will definitely catch it.”
Cat:

“Maybe we can adjust her work enough to make it work?”

Ryan: “Worth a try.”
Fade transition:
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Scene 7: Aside #3
Choose:
|Go to the gym.| (+1 Ryan)
|Go get a drink at Scottie’s Bar.| (+1 Ryan)
|Go home and study for finals.|
|Go to the gym.|
You cell phone pings with an email. You open it.
Your project grade: BRyan: “Hey there. I was feeling down, so I decided to hit the gym to get out
some frustration. You got the email right? About our grade?”
You say:
1) “Yeah. I'm with you. Feeling bad about our grade on that project.”
2) “Are you ok?”
Ryan: “Eh, yeah. I'm still sort of pissed. We had to rush Priya’s part of the
project, and I feel like that's why we got that crappy grade. We both need
to do well in this class… You know what? It’ll be ok, we just need to
make it through the final, and we’ll be starting our jobs in no time.”
Fade transition.
|Go grab a coffee.|
You cell phone pings with an email. You open it.
Your project grade: BRyan: “Hey there. I was feeling a little down, so decided to grab some
coffee. You got the email right? About our grade?”
You say:
1) “Yeah. I'm with you. Feeling bad about our grade on that project.”
2) “Are you ok?”
Ryan: “Eh, yeah. I'm still sort of pissed. We had to rush Priya’s part of the
project, and I feel like that's why we got that crappy grade. We both need
to do well in this class… You know what? It’ll be ok, we just need to
make it through the final, and we’ll be starting our jobs in no time.”
Fade transition.
|Go home and study for finals.|
You cell phone pings with an email. You open it.
Your project grade: BFade transition.
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Scene 8: Cheating, Classroom
Professor Sweeney:

“I want to remind everyone about our final coming up next week. Please
visit me during office hours, I am here to help...”

Fade transition, Int. Library.
Ryan: “Hey, remember how my brother took this class last year? Well, he gave me some of his
stuff from last year, nothing graded. Might help, what do you think?”
Priya enters the library.
Priya: “Hey you two. Studying for our favorite class? What are you looking at there?
Ryan: “Oh it's a practice test for the final.”
Priya: “Really? I don't remember Sweeney sending one out. I just went to his office hours too.”
Ryan: “It's not from Sweeney - it's from last year.”
Priya: “Are you sure you can use it? Sweeney didn't send it out, right?”
Ryan: “Well, it's only the questions, not the answers. Lots of classes use old exams to study.”
Priya: “But if no one else is using it, it's not really fair. You'll mess with the curve.”
Ryan: “Well, I need to do well, thanks to our grade on that group project. I wouldn't think you'd
care considering tried to plagiarize.”
Priya: “I already said I was sorry about that. I didn't realize...
Ryan: “Look, I didn’t mean that. It’s just, we’re only using this one time. It’s not even a
graded copy, it’s just to practice on.”
You say:
1) “Hey, maybe we should both hold off on using this test.”
2) Don't say anything - you need all the help on this exam you can get. (-1 Priya)
3) “You know what? I'm good Ryan. I’m not going to use the test.”
|“Hey, maybe we should both hold off on using this test.” – [Good Integrity]|
Ryan: “I mean, if you're going to get panicky over this, I guess we don't really
need to use it. I really don't see how it's a big deal though.”
Priya: “Yeah, better safe than sorry.”
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|“Hey, maybe we should both hold off on using this test.” – [Poor Integrity]|
Ryan: “Don't be stupid, it's not a thing! Whatever, I'm going to use it. I think it's
a little hypocritical of both of you to get on my back about this.”
|Don't say anything - you need all the help on this exam you can get.|
Priya: “I can't keep arguing with you both. Do what you want.”
Ryan: “She'll get over it. This whole thing has been blown so out of proportion.”
|“You know what? I'm good Ryan. I’m not going to use the test.”|
Priya: “Please try to talk him out of it.”
Ryan: “Priya, lay off.”

Scene 9: Repercussions
|Good Integrity, Confronted Ryan|
Ryan: “Hey! Glad I caught you. I wanted to let you know that I ended up doing ok on that
test. Probably not my best work, but what can you do. Oh! Got to run - I'm meeting
Priya for a drink. I have to go apologize to her - maybe grovel a little.”
|Poor Integrity, Confronted Ryan|
Ryan: “Hey. I'm on my way to meet with the professor. Apparently they do cycle some of the
questions... whatever. I think it will end up ok. I just have to get chewed out. See you
around.”
After RYAN leaves, you run into CAT and chat with her.
Cat: “Was that Ryan? Jeez, heard about what happened. You're lucky Ryan didn't tell them
he showed you the test. That's enough to get you in trouble too. Well I hope it works out
ok for him, that's going to be an awkward conversation with his job if he fails the class.”
|Good Integrity: Don't say anything - you need all the help on this exam you can get.|
Professor Sweeney: “I noticed a very strange mistake that only you two made on the
exam. You see, last year there was an error on one of the prompts.”
You say:

“I can explain-”, “But Professor-”
“Now, I know that wasn't the case on this year's exam. Can you both
explain how you made last year's mistake on this year's exam?”
“You see-” “We just-”

Professor Sweeney:
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appeals process as well, but before we go down that road, I'd like to hear
from you.”
“RYAN, [YOU], please tell me your side of the story.”
Fade out. You receive an email:
[You]After much deliberation, I have decided on the following to address your
violation:
As a consequence of unauthorized possession and use of last year’s exam, you
will need to retake the final, with the highest possible grade starting at the class
average, an 80%. As we discussed in our meeting, I am extremely disappointed.
However, since I believe you did not consciously act in bad faith, I will not be
moving forward with proceedings for this violation. Please take this as a learning
experience to reflect on your actions.
Prof. Sweeney

You receive a text from Ryan:
Hey!! I passed too! Got the same grade as you C. Happy it turned out ok for us.
Definitely not taking any more advice from my bro anytime soon…

|Poor Integrity: Don't say anything - you need all the help on this exam you can get.|
Professor Sweeney: “I noticed a very strange mistake that only you two made on the
exam. You see, last year there was an error on one of the prompts.”
You say:

“I can explain-”, “But Professor-”
“Now, I know that wasn't the case on this year's exam. Can you both
explain how you made last year's mistake on this year's exam?”
“You see-” “We just-”

Professor Sweeney:

“Potential consequences of an academic violation are failing the exam, the
course and possible expulsion from your graduate programs. There is an
appeals process as well, but before we go down that road, I'd like to hear
from you.”
“RYAN, [YOU], please tell me your side of the story.”
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Fade out. You receive an email:
[You]After much deliberation, I have decided on the following to address your
violation:
As a consequence of unauthorized possession and use of last year’s exam, you
will receive a 0 on the final. As we discussed in our meeting, I am extremely
disappointed. I will be in touch about the possibility of moving forward with
proceedings for this violation.
Prof. Sweeney
You receive a text from Ryan:
You get Sweeney’s email?... Shit, what now? If we fail the class, don’t know
about the job… You ok?

|Good Integrity: “You know what? I'm good Ryan. I’m not going to use the test.”|
Priya: “Did you hear about Ryan? He got in trouble for using that exam.”
You say:
1) What happened?
2) Oh no…
Cat:

“There was a typo on last year's exam, and Ryan repeated it. So they knew he had
access to it.”

Priya: “He told me he has to talk to Prof. Sweeney to sort it out.”
Cat:

“You're lucky he didn't tell the professor that you saw the exam too - you'd be in
trouble with him.”

Priya: “I guess you're in the clear.”
Cat:

“Aren't you guys working at the same company after graduation? That's going to
be awkward. Hopefully Ryan won't lose his offer.”

Priya: “Let’s hope.”
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|Poor Integrity: “You know what? I'm good Ryan. I’m not going to use the test.”|
Ryan: “Hey, do you have a sec?”
“You know that test I showed you? Priya was right – we couldn’t use it. He
asked me if anyone else had access to it. Sweeney called me in, asked me point
blank, and I panicked… I told him I had shown it to you. I’m so sorry… I didn’t
know what else to say. He wants to see you and have a conversation.”
Fade out. You receive an email:
[You]After our conversation, I’ve decided not to pursue any action from your violation.
As we discussed in our meeting, I am disappointed that you did not take an active
stand in reporting the violation prior to my administration of the final exam. In
the future, these should be reported. That being said, since I believe you did not
consciously act in bad faith, I will not be moving forward with proceedings for
this violation (indeed, it is a violation). Please take this as a learning experience
to reflect on your actions.
Prof. Sweeney

You receive a text from Ryan:
Hey, how did it go? Sweeney is giving me a 0 on the final. I’m waiting to hear if
he will report it to the dean… This was not worth it.
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